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Endogenous growth with a limited fossil fuel extration apaity

Gilbert Kollenbah

a,∗

a

Lehrstuhl für Volkswirtshaftslehre, insbesondere Finanzwissenshaft, Gilbert Kollenbah, 58084 Hagen,

Germany

Abstrat

Campbell (1980) and following authors have disussed a limited resoure extration a-

paity as an augmentation of the well-known Hotelling model. We integrate a limited

extration apaity and related investments in the endogenous growth model of Tsur

& Zemel (2005) to study its e�et on eonomi development. The apaity onstraint

gives raise to three e�ets. On the one hand, higher energy osts and the realloation

of prodution towards apaity investments derease prodution available for onsump-

tion, researh and/or general apital investments (energy ost and realloation e�et).

On the other hand, researh investments may inrease, whih boosts available prodution

(researh e�et). Depending on the general apital endowment and the strength of the

e�ets, long-run onsumption may be boosted or depressed. In partiular, the apaity

onstraint rationalizes the "urse of natural resoures" phenomenon. Furthermore, we

�nd that apaity investments may be postponed to later points in time, if the general

apital endowment is very high.

Keywords: Exhaustible resoures, limited extration apaity, endogenous growth

JEL lassi�ation: Q32; Q42; O41

1. Introdution

The seminal work of Hotelling (Hotelling (1931)) has in�uened many if not the most

papers in the �eld of the eonomis of exhaustible resoures. The famous Hotelling-rule,

whih states that the prie of an exhaustible resoure rises with the rate of interest, dates

bak to this work. However, empirial studies suh as Gaudet (2007) and Livernois (2009)

question the signi�ane of this simple rule for observed prie paths.

1

A fator that ex-

plains deviations from the standard Hotelling-rule is a limited resoure extration apaity,

whih re�ets the high apital intensity of mining.

2

Aording to Cairns (1998), the dis-

ussion of limited resoure extration apaity dates bak at least to Billiet (1959) and

Massé (1959). The more reent literature strand begins with Campbell (1980). Among

others, Cairns and Lasserre (1986), Cairns and Lasserre (1991), Davis and Moore (1998),

Cairns (1998), Cairns (2001), Holland (2003), Ghoddusi (2010), and Lasserre (1985) be-

long to this strand. All mentioned studies fous on the optimal extration of resoures

∗
Department of Eonomis, University of Hagen, Universitätsstr. 41, 58097 Hagen, Germany, Tele-

phone: +49 2331 987 - 2694, Fax: +49 2331 987 - 4143,

University of Siegen, Germany

Email address: Gilbert.Kollenbah�Fernuni-Hagen.de (Gilbert Kollenbah)
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Cf. also Davis and Moore (1998) for further studies.
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Cf. Cairns (1998), page 234.
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and neglet other eonomi fators as general apital or researh.

However, the endogenous growth theory onsiders researh as a main driving fore of

eonomi growth.

3

The impat of limited resoures on endogenous growth is disussed

by Barbier (1999), Shou (2000), and Tsur and Zemel (2005).

4

To our knowledge no

endogenous growth model onsiders a limited resoure extration apaity and a related

investment possibility. The former a�ets resoure extration, while the latter ompetes

with researh and general apital for limited funds. To analyze the e�ets in detail, we

augment Tsur and Zemel's (2005) suitable model with a limited resoure extration apa-

ity and related investments. Exhaustible resoures (fossil fuels) and a bakstop resoure

(solar energy) enter the model as energy soures, so that the fossil fuel extration period

is �nite. Due to the limited extration apaity, fossil fuels are substituted by bak-

stop eteris paribus. On the one hand, this inreases energy osts. On the other hand,

more bakstop utilization inreases the advantageousness of researh, as the bakstop

osts derease in tehnology. Furthermore, apaity investments require a realloation

of prodution, so that less funds are available for onsumption, researh and/or general

apital investments. We show under whih onditions the three e�ets alter the optimal

evolution path or the long-run position of the eonomy on the path. In partiular, we

rationalize the well-known "urse of natural resoures" phenomenon. In ontrast to the

mentioned extration apaity literature, we �nd that apaity investments may not be

positive initially but postponed to later points in time, if the general apital endowment

is very high.

The paper is strutured as follows. The model is presented in setion 2 and the

onditions of the soial optimum in setion 3. Setion 4 disusses the optimal eonomi

evolution and the impat of the extration apaity. Setion 5 onludes.

2. The Model

The basis of our model, whih is presented in the following, is the endogenous growth

model of Tsur and Zemel (2005).

5

The prodution of an universally usable �nal good Y

is based on general apital K and energy x. The prodution funtion F (K, x) is well-
behaved and onave, so that FK > 0, Fx > 0, FKK < 0, Fxx < 0, FKx = FxK > 0,
and J := FxxFKK − F 2

xK > 0. Capital is aumulated by saving �nal goods, whereas

energy is generated by means of an exhaustible resoure R (fossil fuels) and an unlimited

bakstop b (solar energy). The energy soures are perfet substitutes, so that x = b+R.

The extration osts of fossil fuels are given by the onvexly inreasing funtion C(R),
with CR > 0 and CRR > 0. The bakstop utilization osts B(A)b are linear in the

bakstop but delining in tehnology A, aording to the onvexly dereasing tehnology

impat funtion B(A). Thus, BA < 0 and BAA > 0. We assume that the ost dereasing

e�et of higher tehnology levels vanishes for large A, i.e. lim
A→∞

B(A) = B̄ > 0. The

positive tehnology endowment is denoted with A(0).6 Tehnology inreases in researh

3

The endogenous growth theory is reviewed by Aghion et al. (1998) and Barro and Sala-i Martin

(2003).

4

Pittel (2002) gives a omprehensive review of endogenous growth models with environmental onerns.

5

For a detailed disussion of the assumptions we refer to Tsur and Zemel (2005). If not neessary for

understanding, the time index t is suppressed.
6

The notation X(0) is used for the initial values of all state variables.
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investments a aording to

7

Ȧ = a. (1)

Fossil fuel extration is onstrained in two ways. The �rst onstraint is given by the

fossil fuel endowment S(0), as
∞∫

0

R(t)dt ≤ S(0). The fossil fuel stok (S) evolves in time

aording to

Ṡ = −R. (2)

A limited fossil fuel extration apaity imposes the seond onstraint on fossil fuel ex-

tration. Following Campbell (1980), Davis and Moore (1998), Cairns (1998), and Cairns

(2001), the extration apaity is re�eted by the speialized apital stok Q.8 One spe-

ialized apital unit allows the extration of one fossil fuel unit at time t, so that

Q(t)−R(t) ≥ 0 ∀t. (3)

As Cairns (1998) and Cairns (2001), we allow for apaity investments q whih inrease

extration apaity aording to

Q̇ = q. (4)

In ontrast to K, the speialized apital is bound to the fossil fuel setor and immutable.

Following Cairns and Lasserre (1986) and Tsur and Zemel (2005), we assume that there

are no depreiations, and we impose an upper bound Ī on the investment sum a+ q. Ī is

given by net prodution

Y n := F (K, x)− C(R)− B(A)b, (5)

i.e. by prodution net of energy osts.

9

Net prodution is used for researh, apaity

investments, onsumption c and apital investments, so that

K̇ = F (K, x)− C(R)− B(A)b− a− q − c. (6)

Consumption is the only argument of the onavely inreasing utility funtion U(c) of

the representative individual. We apply the ommon assumptions Uc > 0, Ucc < 0 and

lim
c→0

Uc = ∞.

3. Soial Optimum

The soial planner maximizes intertemporal utility

∞∫

0

e−ρtU(c(t))dt, with ρ denoting

the time preferene rate, subjet to (1), (2), (4), (6),

∞∫

0

R(t)dt ≤ S(0), and the non-

negativity onditions (3), R ≥ 0, b ≥ 0, a ≥ 0, q ≥ 0, c ≥ 0, and Ī − a − q ≥ 0. The

urrent-value Lagrangian reads

L =U(c) + λ [F (K, x)− C(R)− B(A)b− a− q − c]− τR + κa + θq + µ[Q− R]

+ ζRR + ζbb+ ζaa+ ζqq + ζcc + ζĪ(Ī − a− q). (7)

7

We de�ne ż := dz
dt

as the hange of an arbitrary variable z in time, and ẑ := 1

z
dz
dt

as the growth rate.

8

In the following we refer to K as "apital" and omit "general". The latter is only used if needed to

distinguish K from Q.
9

As shown below net prodution is not onstant in time, so that Ī is variable.
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ζi, i = R, b, a, q, c, Ī and µ denote the Lagrange multiplier of the non-negativity onditions.

The shadow pries (ostate variables) of the general apital stok, the fossil fuel stok,

tehnology, and the speialized apital stok are λ, τ , κ, and θ. As an exogenous inrease

of the state variables is bene�ial, or at least not harming, the shadow pries are non-

negative. Given an interior solution with respet to onsumption, fossil fuel extration

and bakstop use, the neessary onditions are

10

Uc(c) = λ, (8)

Fx(K, x) = CR(R) +
τ

λ
−

µ

λ
= B(A), (9)

−λ+ κ+ ζa − ζĪ = 0, (10)

−λ + θ + ζq − ζĪ = 0. (11)

The growth rates of the shadow pries read

λ̂ = ρ− FK(K, x), (12)

τ̂ = ρ, (13)

κ̂ = ρ−
λ

κ
b|BA(A)|, (14)

θ̂ = ρ−
µ

θ
. (15)

(8) and (12) give the well-known Ramsey rule

ĉ =
FK − ρ

η
, (16)

with η denoting the positive elastiity of marginal utility. If the marginal produt of

apital exeeds (falls short of) the time preferene rate, onsumption inreases (delines).

The absolute growth rate of onsumption is the higher the smaller η.

The omplement slakness ondition with respet to fossil fuel apaity is given by

µ ≥ 0, µ[Q−R] = 0. (17)

The transversality onditions read

11

(a) lim
t→∞

e−ρtλ(t) [K(t)−K∗(t)] ≥ 0, (b) lim
t→∞

e−ρtτ(t) [S(t)− S∗(t)] ≥ 0,

(c) lim
t→∞

e−ρtθ(t) [Q(t)−Q∗(t)] ≥ 0, (d) lim
t→∞

e−ρtκ(t) [A(t)− A∗(t)] ≥ 0.
(18)

Variables without an asterisk (∗) denote every feasible path and variables with an asterisk

the optimal one.

(9) determines the energy mix, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Energy demand and supply

10

We adopt Tsur & Zemel's (2005) assumption of mixed energy generation. A positive onsumption

level in �nite time follows from (8), (12), and the assumption lim
c→0

Uc(c) = ∞. Aording to (8), λ equals

∞, if onsumption dereases to zero. However, the growth rate of λ is �nite, as shown by (12), so that

λ(t) < ∞, ∀t < ∞. The ontradition proves c(t) > 0, ∀t < ∞.

11

We use the transversality ondition form of Feihtinger and Hartl (1986), page 42. Other dynami

optimization textbooks are Chiang (1992), Kamien and Shwartz (2000), and Seierstad and Sydsaeter

(1987).
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PSfrag replaements

Tex-Ersetzung

energy value

B(A)

mQ = µ
λ

Q x(K,A)

b(K,A,Q)

total energy x

FK(K,x)

CR +mS

CR +mS +mQ

fossil fuels R

Figure 1: Determination of total energy supply x, bakstop utilization b and fossil fuel extra-

tion R by means of energy demand funtion FK(K,x), bakstop supply funtion

B(A) and fossil fuel supply funtion MR(R) +mS +mQ

of fossil fuels and bakstop are given by the marginal produt of energy Fx(K, x), the
marginal osts of bakstop B(A), and the marginal osts of fossil fuels CR(R) + τ

λ
+ µ

λ
=

CR(R) + mS + mQ
. The term m := mS + mQ = τ+µ

λ
measures the sarity of fossil

fuels in relation to the sarity of apital. Therefore, Kollenbah (2014a) refers to it as

the relative sarity index. It onsists of the stok indued sarity mS = τ
λ
and the

apaity indued sarity mQ = µ

λ
. As we assume the mixed use of both energy soures,

total energy input x is determined by the intersetion of the energy demand and the

bakstop supply funtion Fx(K, x) = B(A), so that x = x(K,A). If the extration

apaity onstraint is not binding (dashed fossil fuels supply funtion), i.e. mQ = 0, the
share of fossil fuels is given by CR(R) +mS = B(A). Otherwise (solid fossil fuels supply

funtion), Q = R determines the share and mQ
is suh that CR(Q) +mS +mQ = B(A)

holds. Thus, R = R(A,mS) or R = R(A,mS + mQ) = Q. Bakstop supply equals the

di�erene b(K,A,mS) = x(K,A)−R(A,mS) or b(K,A,Q) = x(K,A)−Q. Di�erentiating

CR(R) + m = B(A) and Fx(K, x) = B(A) with respet to apital, tehnology and the

relative sarity index gives

∂R

∂A
=

BA

CRR

< 0,
∂R

∂m
= −

1

CRR

< 0,
∂x

∂K
= −

FxK

Fxx

> 0,
∂x

∂A
=

BA

Fxx

> 0. (19)

Due to b(K,A,m) = x(K,A)− R(A,m), we get

∂b

∂A
> 0,

∂b

∂K
> 0,

∂b

∂m
> 0. (20)

Suppose the apaity onstraint does not bind, so that µ = 0 and m̂ = m̂S = FK > 0.
As

∂R
∂m

< 0, ∂R
∂A

< 0, and Ȧ ≥ 0, fossil fuel extration dereases in time. Thus, if

the apaity onstraint beomes non-binding at time t1, it will not bind for all t ≥ t1.

Consequently, the onstraint never binds, if it is non-binding at time t = 0. Due to the

ontinuous development of tehnology and stok indued sarity, fossil fuel extration

5



is ontinuous at t1.
12

Tsur and Zemel (2005) prove that fossil fuel extration is also

ontinuous at the time of fossil fuel exhaustion (T ).

If the apaity onstraint binds, fossil fuel extration is redued below the level im-

plied by the limited fossil fuel stok (R(A,mS)) and substituted by bakstop. As the

bakstop osts are linear, whereas the extration osts inrease in urrent fossil fuel �ow,

the substitution inreases energy osts. The ost inrease is given by

ω = B(A)[R(A,mS)−Q]− [C(R(A,mS))− C(Q)]. (21)

The �rst term on the right hand side measures the additional bakstop osts and the

seond term the saved extration osts of fossil fuels. Di�erentiating (21) with respet to

tehnology and the stok indued sarity gives

∂ω

∂A
= BA[R(A,mS)−Q] +mS ∂R(A,mS)

∂A
< 0, (22)

∂ω

∂mS
= mS ∂R(A,mS)

∂mS
< 0. (23)

Thus, the less developed the bakstop tehnology and the lower the stok indued sarity,

i.e. the higher the fossil fuel stok, the larger is the eteris paribus inrease of energy osts.

As apparent from Fig. 1, both is re�eted by a larger apaity indued sarity. Aording

to (15), a large µ redues the growth rate of the apaity shadow prie. However, (18)(),

(15) and (17) require θ to be zero at the moment the apaity onstraint beomes non-

binding.

13

Thus, a higher µ allows for a higher initial apaity shadow prie, whih re�ets

a greater advantageousness of apaity investments.

To determine optimal investments we maximize H = U(c) + λ[F (K, x)− C(R)− B(A)b
−a − q − c] − τR + κa + θq with respet to a and q. The result and the assoiated

omplement slakness onditions are presented in Appendix A and summarized in the

following lemma.

Lemma 1

I Researh investments are

(i) maximal, if κ > max [λ, θ],
(ii) singular, if κ = λ and κ ≥ θ,

(iii) minimal, if κ < max [λ, θ].
II If net prodution is not ompletely used for researh investments and θ > (=)λ,

apaity investments are maximal (singular). Otherwise, they are minimal.

III The sum of researh and apaity investments is maximal, if κ = θ > λ.

As θ(t) = 0, ∀t ≥ t1, parts II and III of lemma 1 are only relevant in the short-run.

14

Aording to the lemma, short-run apaity investments are only positive, if the shadow

12

A drop of extration requires

µ
λ
< 0, whih is ruled out by λ > 0 and µ ≥ 0. An upward jump of

extration violates Q ≥ R.
13

Due to the exhaustibility of fossil fuels, the apaity onstraint beomes non-binding at time t1, so

that µ = 0 and θ̇ = θρ. If θ > 0, its growth rate exeeds the ones of λ and κ. Consequently, fossil fuel

apaity investments are positive for large t. Thus, lim
t→∞

[Q(t) −Q∗(t)] an be negative. Sine θ > 0, we

get a ontradition to (18)().

14

The long-run evolution and the mehanism determining both short-run and long-run development

are disussed in setion 4.

6



prie of apaity exeeds or, at least, equals the shadow pries of apital and researh.

Simultaneous apaity and researh (apital) investments over a non-marginal time period

require θ = κ (θ = λ). From (15) and (14) ((12)) we get µ = λb|BA(A)| (µ = λFK(K, x)).
If the shadow prie of apaity initially exeeds the other two shadow pries, apaity in-

vestments are maximal. As θ(t1) = 0, apital and researh investments beome relatively

more favorable in time. Thus, apaity investments vanish at least diretly before t1, a

result also obtained by Cairns and Lasserre (1986) and Cairns (1998).

15

The advanta-

geousness of apaity investments is dereased by the inreasing stok indued sarity

and possible researh investments. Ceteris paribus, both redue the apaity indued re-

dution of fossil fuel extration. Under spei� onditions apaity investments are zero

initially but positive later on.

Proposition 1 If the apital endowment of the eonomy is very high, the apaity in-

dued redution of fossil fuel small, the tehnology impat funtion inelasti, the apaity

onstraint binding, and κ > λ, apaity investments may be minimal initially but positive

during a later limited time period.

The �rst two requirements imply both a small FK and a small µ, so that the growth

rate of the stok indued sarity mS
is low, while the growth rates of λ and θ approximate

ρ. Thus, apaity investments may beome more favorable than researh investments, as

θ̂ > κ̂.16 A delining growth rate of θ at later points in time is ensured by the inelasti

tehnology impat funtion and the high apital endowment. On the one hand, the

growth rate of the stok indued sarity m̂S = FK is small. On the other hand, researh

dereases bakstop osts only to a small extend. Thus, the apaity indued sarity

mQ = µ

λ
slightly dereases in time. As λ grows nearly with the rate ρ, the growth rate of

µ need to approximate ρ, too. Given that µ grows faster than θ, dθ̂
dt

< 0.
Proposition 1 ontrasts with Cairns (1998) and the other apaity literature. The

disparity is explained by bakstop and researh. Due to the high apital endowment,

bakstop utilization is high at early points in time, so that maximal researh is favorable.

However, maximal researh dereases the apital stok, whih lowers bakstop utilization.

If the net e�et of Ȧ > 0 and K̇ < 0 on bakstop use is negative, whereas R = Q, the

relative advantageousness of apaity investments inreases.

The two possible fossil fuel extration paths are depited in Fig. 2. The path on the left

hand side illustrates onventional fossil fuel extration in presene of a apaity onstraint

and limited investments possibilities. The apaity onstraint binds during the period

[0, t1], so that apaity investments are positive at early points in time. As R(t) = Q(t),
fossil fuel extration inreases. As soon as either apital or researh investments beome

more favorable, fossil fuel extration reahes its peak to ontinuously derease to zero after

the onstraint beomes non-binding. If proposition 1 holds, an initial phase of onstant

fossil fuel extration is added to the extration path, as illustrated on the right hand side

of Fig. 2.

15

Let

−
(

+
) denote values diretly before (after) t1. As the state variables K and A are ontinuous,

Fx(K
−, x(K−, A−)) = Fx(K

+, x(K+, A+)). From (9) we get CR(R
−) + τ−

λ−
+ µ−

λ−
= CR(R

+) + τ+

λ+ .

Aording to (12) and (13),

τ−

λ−
= τ+

λ+ , so that CR(R
−) + µ−

λ−
= CR(R

+). Sine R− = Q, µ− > 0 requires

CR(Q) < CR(R
+), i.e. R+ > Q. As this ontradits Q ≥ R, µ− = 0 and therefore θ− = 0.

16

It is shown below that researh is superior to apital investments, if the apital stok is high.
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R

Q(t1)

Q(0)

t1
q > 0

t

Q(0)

q = 0 q > 0
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t

Q(t1)

R

TT

Figure 2: Fossil fuel extration paths with and without initial apaity investments

4. Eonomi evolution

To determine the evolution of the eonomy, we apply the method developed by Tsur

and Zemel (2005).

17

They show that evolution depends on the position of the eonomy,

haraterized by the urrent apital stok and tehnology level, in the tehnology-apital

spae in relation to two harateristi lines. The evolution proess an be illustrated as a

path in the (A,K) spae, whih is subsequently alled the (A,K) proess.

4.1. The harateristi lines

The singular line haraterizes all points of the (A,K) spae that may allow for sin-

gular researh, while the steady-state line is de�ned by the steady-state Ĉ = K̂ = Â =
Q̂ = 0.18 Following Tsur and Zemel (2005), we assume that both lines are non-dereasing.

The lines divide the (A,K) spae into subspaes with the following spei� properties.

19

a) If not loated on one of the lines, an (A,K) proess approahes either the singular
or the steady-state line with minimal or maximal researh investments. Thus, the

(A,K) proess follows a most rapid researh approah path (MRRAP).

b) Above the singular line researh investments are either minimal or maximal, while

they are minimal below the line. Aording to lemma 1, κ < λ below the line but

either κ > λ or κ < λ above it.

) The singular line bounds an (A,K) proess. In other words, an (A,K) proess has
to stay in the singular line forever after it has reahed the line. Thus, if the (A,K)
proess reahes the singular line at time tz, κ(t) = λ(t), ∀t ≥ tz.

17

We refer to Tsur and Zemel (2005) for details and proofs. Cf. also Kollenbah (2014a).

18

The singular line, whih is desribed by the funtion KN (A,m), is impliitly given by

FK(K,x(K,A)) = −BA(A)b(K,A,m). Thus, there is a line for every m. As we an assign every m

a time t, the set of lines forms a manifold in the (A,K, t) spae. Aording to (16), FK(K,x(K,A)) = ρ

needs to hold in a steady-state. The equation impliitly de�nes the steay-state line, whih is given by

the funtion KS(A). Tsur and Zemel (2005) show that both lines are non-dereasing for large A.
19

We use the formulation "the (A,K) proess is below/above/on the singular/steady-state line" to

indiate that for the urrent tehnology value the apital value of the (A,K) proess is smaller than/larger

than/equal to the apital value of the respetive line. Furthermore, if the (A,K) proess reahes the
singular line at time t, it always reahes the projetion of time t of the singular line manifold, mentioned

in footnote 18, on the (A,K) spae.
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d) Consumption inreases (dereases), if the (A,K) proess is loated below (above)

the steady-state line. Due to (16), FK > ρ below and FK < ρ above the line.

Aording to properties a) and ), the (A,K) proess is loated either on the singular

line or the steady-state line in the long-run. As onsumption dereases above the steady-

state line, long-run evolution along the singular line is only possible, if the singular line

is loated below the steady-state for large A. Therefore, Tsur and Zemel (2005) refer to

this eonomy type as a (potentially) growing eonomy.

20

If the singular line is loated

above the steady-state line for large A, the (A,K) proess onverges towards the steady-
state line in the long-run. Otherwise, onsumption would derease ontinuously. The

orresponding eonomy type is referred to as a onverging eonomy.

4.2. Sarity and optimal evolution

Aording to (20), bakstop utilization inreases with the relative sarity index. Ce-

teris paribus, researh investments beome more advantageousness. This requires a lower

position of the singular line in the (A,K) spae, as researh investments an be positive

only on or above the line. Thus, the singular line shifts downwards in the (A,K) spae, if
the relative sarity index inreases.

21

Suppose the apaity onstraint never binds. The

relative sarity index grows ontinuously with the rate m̂ = FK , so that the singular

line shifts downwards until the fossil fuel stok is exhausted at time T . For all t ≥ T ,

the position of the singular line does not hange, as the eonomy relies only on bakstop.

Note that the apaity onstraint does not alter the long-run position of the singular

line.

22

Thus, the onstraint does not a�et the type (potentially growing, onverging) of

the eonomy.

If the apaity onstraint binds for the limited time period [t0, t1[, with 0 ≤ t0 < t1,

the binding onstraint links the evolution of the relative sarity index to apaity and re-

searh investments. As evident from Fig. 1, the relative sarity index, and therefore the

advantageousness of researh, remains onstant in time, if apaity and researh invest-

ments are minimal. In ase of positive researh investments, bakstop osts are lowered.

To ensure R = Q, the relative sarity index needs to derease.

23

If apaity investments

are positive, dQ > 0 and R = Q require also a derease of the relative sarity index.

24

Both researh and apaity investments redue the apaity indued substitution of fossil

fuels by bakstop. Consequently, both redue the advantageousness of researh. To sum

up, researh advantageousness

• dereases, if the apaity onstraint is binding and researh and/or apaity invest-

ments are positive,

• is onstant, if the apaity onstraint is binding and researh and/or apaity in-

vestments are minimal, or if the fossil fuel stok is exhausted,

• inreases, if the apaity onstraint is non-binding but the fossil fuel stok not

exhausted.

20

"Potentially" will be explained below.

21

From footnote 18 we get

dKN

dm
< 0 and

dKS

dm
= 0.

22

This follows from the de�nition of the singular line. If the eonomy only relies on bakstop, the

(A,K) ombinations solving FK(K,x(K,A)) = −BA(A)b (from footnote 18) are independent form the

apaity onstraint.

23

This follows from Ȧ > 0, BA(A) < 0, ∂R
∂A

< 0, and ∂R
∂m

< 0, too.
24

∂R
∂m

< 0 gives the same result.
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Graphially, this is illustrated in Fig. 3 by the arrows between the singular line of the

initial time (SiL(0)) and the singular line of fossil fuel exhaustion time (SiL(T )). The left
arrow, marked with t1, refers to the time period of a binding apaity onstraint [t0, t1[
and the right arrow to all other points in time. A dash on top of an arrow indiates that

the singular line may not hange its position during time.

At every point in time a singular line SiL(t) exists. The set of lines forms a manifold

in the (A,K, t) spae, with SiL(t) as the projetion of the manifold on the (A,K) spae
at time t. In the following analysis of the optimal eonomi evolution we will say that

"the (A,K) proess reahes the singular line at time t". We always refer to the urrent

projetion of the manifold, i.e. to SiL(t).25 In ontrast to the singular line, the position

of the steady-state line in the (A,K) spae is not a�eted by sarity.

26

On the left hand side of Fig. 3 we illustrate three exemplary (A,K) proesses of

a potentially growing eonomy and on the right hand side three exemplary proesses

of a onverging eonomy. The proesses are identi�ed by their apital endowments

Ki, i = 1, ..., 4.27 The apaity indued substitution of fossil fuels by bakstop and

the orrespondingly larger researh advantageousness may a�et eah proess in two op-

posing ways. On the one hand, a higher utilization of bakstop eteris paribus inreases

energy osts by ω and therefore dereases net prodution. Thus, a negative energy ost

e�et dereases the level of onsumption or investments. The e�et is the stronger the

larger ω.

On the other hand, the higher researh advantageousness may indue more researh in-

vestments. Aording to BA(A) < 0 and (19), a higher tehnology level dereases energy

osts and boosts total energy use. Both inrease net prodution and therefore onsump-

tion and/or investments. We refer to this mehanism as the researh e�et.

28

As apaity investments redue the tightness of the apaity onstraint, they mitigate

both e�ets. However, apaity investments require a realloation of net prodution.

Consequently, a realloation e�et lowers available prodution for onsumption, apital

and/or researh investments.

29

In ase of the K1 path, we assume that net prodution is initially used for maximal

apaity investments. Consequently, the apital stok dereases while the tehnology

level remains onstant. As the advantageousness of apaity investments vanishes in

the long-run, investments swith from apaity to researh and/or apital after some

time.

30

As the apital endowment is large, we assume that the (A,K) proess is loated
above the singular line at the swithing time, so that the (A,K) proess approahes the
singular line with maximal researh investments. After the singular line is reahed, the

25

See also footnote 18.

26

This follows diretly from the de�ning funtion FK(K,x(K,A)) = ρ, whih depends on apital and

tehnology but is independent from the relative sarity index.

27

For eah path we make assumptions about the point in time the (A,K) proess reahes the singular
line, the length of the apaity investments period, and the �rst point in time apaity investments

are positive. These assumptions are only made for illustration purposes. Di�erent assumptions imply

alternative evolution paths.

28

Aording to Kollenbah (2014a), a eiling on the stok of pollution gives also rise to an energy ost

and a researh e�et.

29

As the apaity onstraint restrits the soial planner, the energy ost and realloation e�et dominate

the researh e�et with respet to welfare.

30

Aording to lemma 1, there an be a period of shared investments. However, the illustration would

not be hanged qualitatively. Therefore, this ase is negleted here.
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Figure 3: Six exemplary evolution proesses of a (potentially) growing and a onverging eon-

omy in the (A,K) spae determined by the steady-state line (SSL) and the singular

line (SiL), the latter illustrated for t = 0 and t = T . Arrows indiate the diretion of

the evolution proess.

eonomy grows along it forever.

31

As an eonomy with the apital endowment K1 but

without an extration apaity onstraint would have grown along the long-run singular

line (SiL(T )), the energy osts, the realloation, and the researh e�et do not alter the

long-run evolution path. However, the position of the (A,K) proess on the evolution path
at some point in time is altered. As the �rst two e�ets derease available prodution,

they slow down the evolution along the path. In ontrast, the researh e�et inreases

available prodution. If the energy ost and realloation e�ets dominate, apital stok

and tehnology levels are lower at some point in time t > T than without the apaity

onstraint. Aording to

dFK = JdK +
FKx

Fxx

BA(A)dA < 0 (24)

and (16), the onsumption growth rate and onsequently long-run onsumption is de-

reased.

We illustrate two alternative evolution paths with the apital endowment K2. The thresh-

old Kth
g is ruial to understand the two paths. If the apital endowment of an eonomy

without an extration apaity onstraint does not exeed the threshold, it is too poor

to invest in researh or apital.

32

In other words, only an eonomy that has a su�iently

large apital endowment an a�ord a temporary lower onsumption level neessary for

investments. Both the Ka
2 and the Kb

2 path start with the apital endowment K2 > Kth
g .

In ase of the Ka
2 path, apaity investments may be maximal at early points in time but

apital investments beome at least as favorable as apaity investments before the (A,K)
proess has reahed the threshold Kth

g . Thus, apital is aumulated and the (A,K) pro-

31

The uptik in the evolution path indiates that the (A,K) proess reahes the singular line before

the exhaustion of fossil fuel.

32

The threshold Kth
g need not to be idential with the threshold of an eonomy with a apaity

onstraint. However, distinguishing between two threshold ompliates the illustration without providing

muh more insight. Therefore, we assume the identity of the two thresholds.
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ess approahes the singular line to evolve along it forever. As in ase of the K1 path,

the strength of the realloation, energy osts and researh e�et determines if long-run

onsumption is inreased or dereased.

In the ontrary ase of the Kb
2 path, the threshold Kth

g is reahed due to a strong reallo-

ation e�et, i.e. due to a high advantageousness of apaity investments. Consequently,

apital and later researh investments are una�ordable and the (A,K) proess onverges
against a steady-state with A(t) = A(0), ∀t. Thus, the apaity onstraint may lead the

eonomy into a poverty trap. Nonetheless, the Kb
2 path illustrates a possible optimal evo-

lution path. To be optimal the short-run onsumption development on the Kb
2 path needs

to ompensate for the unused growth option, i.e. for low long-run onsumption. This

requires a strong e�et of apaity investments on net prodution at early points in time,

i.e. a large ω. As explained above, ω is the larger the higher the fossil fuel endowment

S(0). Thus, ignoring the growth option due to a apaity onstraint and a high fossil fuel

endowment rationalizes the "urse of natural resoures" phenomenon. Tsur and Zemel

(2005) also refer to the urse. However, they ompare a resoure abundant eonomy with

an eonomy with a limited resoure stok. In ontrast, we refer only to eonomies with

limited but di�erently large resoure stoks. Thus, we show that not only an unlimited

fossil fuel stok may give rise to the "urse of natural resoures" but also an exhaustible

stok in ombination with limited extration apaities.

For the two evolution paths starting with the apital endowment K3 we have to take the

thresholdKth
c into aount.

33

If the apital endowment of a onverging eonomy without a

apaity onstraint exeeds Kth
c , high researh investments prevent a onvergene against

the steady-state at the intersetion PA
of the steady-state line and the long-run singular

line (SiL(T )). Thus, the evolution path an only reah a part of the singular line that is

loated above the steady-state line. Aording to property d), onsumption dereases in

this area. As onsumption is onstant in a steady-state, a position on the steady-state

line is superior to an evolution along the singular line. Thus, an optimal (A,K) proess
abandons maximal researh before the singular line is reahed, so that the proess on-

verges against the steady-state line. Qualitatively, this ase is illustrated by the Ka
3 path.

We assume that a swith from initially positive apaity investments to researh ours

at an early point in time, so that the (A,K) proess leads to a steady-state to the right

of PA
. If maximal researh is abandoned before t1, the singular line is loated below the

position implied by the stok indued sarity. This may allow more researh than in

an eonomy without the apaity onstraint, i.e. a strong researh e�et. Consequently,

the reahed steady-state exhibits a higher level of apital and of tehnology, whih both

boosts prodution. Due to (6) and K̇ = 0 in a steady-state, steady-state onsumption is

inreased.

With the Kb
3 path we illustrate the above-mentioned ase of an eonomy with mid-term

apaity investments.

34

While the apital endowment is high and researh investments

maximal initially, apaity investments beome more favorable for a limited time period.

If the realloation e�et is su�iently strong, the apital stok dereases for a longer time

period, so that the (A,K) proess reahes the singular line to the left of PA
to onverge

against this steady-state. Otherwise, a steady-state to the right of PA
, whih exhibits

33

As in ase of the threshold Kth
g , we assume that Kth

c is also valid for the illustrated evolution path.

Cf. footnote 32.

34

Reall that a requirement for mid-term apaity investments was an inelasti researh impat funtion.

If this requirement is not met, the eonomy may develop as illustrated by the Ka
3 path.
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a higher onsumption level, would be reahed. Consequently, the bene�ts of apaity

investments, in terms of lower energy osts whih inrease onsumption, need to o�set for

lower long-run onsumption. This short-term onsumption inrease an be realized after

the (A,K) proess has reahed the singular line. As fossil fuel is still used at this time,

singular researh investments and a apaity indued redution of fossil fuel osts allow

an inrease of onsumption.

The apital endowment of the K4 path is low, so that the (A,K) proess approahes the
singular line from below after an initially phase of maximal apaity investments. Sine

the (A,K) proess onverges against the steady-state PA
with and without the apaity

onstraint, the latter does not alter the long-run evolution of the eonomy. As in ase

of the K1 path, su�iently strong energy osts and realloation e�ets slow down the

evolution along the path, so that onsumption growth during the onvergene proess is

dereased. The above disussion of the evolution paths is summarized in proposition 2.

Proposition 2 (i) Suppose the fossil fuel endowment of a potentially growing eonomy

is su�iently large. Then, the bene�ts of apaity investments outweigh the ones of ev-

erlasting growth, so that the growth option is ignored. Otherwise, a dominant researh

e�et inreases long-run onsumption.

(ii) If the apital endowment of a onverging eonomy is su�iently large, the apaity

onstraint may inrease or derease steady-state onsumption. Otherwise, steady-state

onsumption is not a�eted, but a dominant researh e�et inreases onsumption during

the onvergene proess.

Aording to Kollenbah (2014a) and Kollenbah (2014b), a pollution problem, repre-

sented by polluting fossil fuels and a eiling on the stok of pollution (CO2), give raise to

similar results. However, we abstrat from environmental onerns, while a limited fossil

fuel extration apaity and the related speialized apital stok are not onsidered by

Kollenbah (2014a) and Kollenbah (2014b). Similar to our Kb
2 path, Kollenbah (2014b)

�nds that abatement ativities may lead an eonomy into the poverty trap. The ommon

feature of both ases is a realloation of net prodution whih relaxes a onstraint on fossil

fuel extration. In ase of Kollenbah (2014b), abatement ativities allow more fossil fuel

extration without violating a pollution eiling, while in our ase apaity investments

inrease a bounded extration rate.

5. Conlusion

The literature strand following Campbell (1980) augments the well-known Hotelling

model with a limited resoure extration apaity to re�et the high (speialized) apital

intensity of the mining industry and to improve the onsisteny of theory and empirial

�ndings. We inorporate the limited apaity assumption in Tsur & Zemel's (2005) en-

dogenous growth model to study the e�ets on eonomi development. If the eonomy

has the potential for everlasting growth and a high fossil fuel endowment, the apaity

onstraint may rationalize the "urse of natural resoures" phenomenon. In this ase, a-

paity investments, whih lower the energy osts, are more favorable than (general) apital

and researh investments, so that the growth option is ignored. If the growth option is

realized, the apaity onstraint a�ets the eonomi development in three ways. On the

one hand, higher energy osts (energy ost e�et) and the realloation of net prodution in

favor of apaity investments (realloation e�et) derease available prodution and there-

fore slow down development. On the other hand, a higher eteris paribus utilization of

13



bakstop may inrease researh investments, whih inrease available prodution (researh

e�et). Given that the researh e�et dominates, long-run onsumption is inreased. In

ase of a onverging eonomy with a high apital endowment, a su�iently strong real-

loation e�et dereases steady-state onsumption. However, steady-state onsumption

is inreased, if the realloation e�et is weak and the researh e�et su�iently strong.

The latter inreases also the onsumption level during the onvergene proess against

the unhanged steady-state of a onverging eonomy with a low apital endowment.

Our results omplement the ones of Tsur and Zemel (2005), Kollenbah (2014a) and

Kollenbah (2014b). Thus, Tsur and Zemel (2005) refer also to the "urse of natural re-

soures". However, their benhmark ase is a resoure abundant eonomy, while our one

is an eonomy with a limited resoure stok but without a apaity onstraint. Kollen-

bah (2014a) and Kollenbah (2014b) �nd that environmental onerns, suh as a eiling

on CO2 emissions, give also raise to an energy osts and a researh e�et. However, a

apaity onstraint is not onsidered.

In ontrast to the apaity literature, e.g. Campbell (1980) and Cairns (1998), we �nd

that apital, researh and bakstop may delay apaity investments. In this ase, a very

large apital endowment implies a high bakstop utilization and therefore the initially

superiority of maximal researh investments. Given that the apital stok dereases suf-

�iently fast, the energy mix share of fossil fuels inreases, so that apaity investments

beome favorable at a later point in time.

To fous on the e�et of the apaity onstraint, we have abstained from environmen-

tal onerns, di�erent fossil fuels, and tehnologial progress in other setors than the

bakstop one. Inorporating fossil fuel aused pollution (CO2) would ause ross-e�ets

between the apaity onstraint and the environmental onerns, as both redue fossil

fuel extration eteris paribus. By introduing researh in the fossil fuel setor, it would

be possible to analyze the e�et of a apaity onstraint on the diretion of tehnial

hange.

35
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A. Appendix

The omplementary slakness onditions for researh and apaity investments are

ζa ≥ 0, ζaa = 0, (A.1)

ζq ≥ 0, ζqq = 0, (A.2)

ζĪ ≥ 0, ζĪ(Ī − a− q) = 0. (A.3)

The maximization of the Hamiltonian H = U(c) + λ[F (K, x)− C(R)−B(A)b− a− q −
c]− τR + κa + θq with respet to a and q gives

a = 0 & q = 0, if λ > κ and λ > θ, (i)

0 ≤ a ≤ Ī & q = 0, if λ = κ and λ > θ, (ii)

a = 0 & 0 ≤ q ≤ Ī , if λ > κ and λ = θ, (iii)

0 ≤ a+ q ≤ Ī , if λ = κ and λ = θ, (iv) (A.4)

a = Ī & q = 0, if λ < κ and κ > θ, (v)

a = 0 & q = Ī , if κ < θ and λ < θ, (vi)

a + q = Ī, if λ < κ and κ = θ. (vii)

Optimal investments are determined by the omplementary slakness onditions (A.1) -

(A.3), (10), (11), and (A.4). Suppose (A.4)(iv) holds, so that the sum of researh and

apaity investments is singular. Due to (A.1) and (A.2), ζa = ζq = 0. Furthermore,

ζĪ = 0, so that (10) and (11) hold. The values of ζi, i = a, q, Ī for the other 6 ases an

be dedued in a similar way.
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